Introduction
The term "myhtologeme" has come to an active use in philology relatively recently and its understanding is far from being precise.
Since the word "mythologeme" represents both term and meta-term in the language (in that sense it coincides with such words as "theory", "science" and etc.), a productive way for its Mythologemes play an extremely important role in the human culture. As a social being, a person is indicated by certain ideological, moral and ethical, physiological guides relevant to a particular social and cultural situation in the world:
for example, during war periods the archetype of self-sacrificingness (or of a hero) for the benefit of the country is frequently and actively used; as for the modern world, the pursuance of personal success, leadership and wealth is implanted.
Taking into account that the study of mythologemes may well be conducted in different Lotman, 1970) . The statement allows defining a special mythological layer in the system of a natural language. The core of this layer is constituted by personal names with mythological subjects under them. Mythologeme further on we shall call a subject-logical structure under this name, including actants, predicate and sirconstants which implicitly contains a component of mythological narration on a certain event (Greek µυθος -'narration') (Mif. Entsiklopedicheskaia statia, 2012) . Thus the Mythologeme correlates to a notion of a structural model of myth by K. LeviStross (Levi-Stross, 1994: 353) So, the structure of a mythological archetype contains the name symbolizing:
1) a certain situation;
2) a metalingual code to the decoding of this situation (excluding monosemy);
3) the aim of decoding, i.e. the situation which must be explained by way of this myth.
As a rule, it is not a personally marked situation but a socially meaningful one. The distinctive feature of the archetype is that it can't be reduced to a one well-known myth as a Mythologeme.
Such is for example the Mythologeme of the "World Tree". The mythologeme similar to the "World Tree" can't be reduced to one concrete myth, it can only be reconstructed. There are three types of the Mythologeme: a predicate, a prototype and a graphologeme.
1) Predicate mythologeme
The notional core of this mythologeme tends to form a logical structure and the central explicate of which is predicate. The mythologeme of way serves as a vivid example of this type. 
2) Graphologeme
The central explicant of the mythologeme of this type which we use when interpreting it, is the symbol tending to the graphical explication, while its sensual core is close to a denotative component. 
Conclusion
As it is stated in this article we tend to describe the mythologeme as a narrative and conceptual complex which implicitly contains narration of some events bearing mythological correlates. Any mythologeme is characterized by its ability to interconnect in one and the same plan of expression two or even more layers of content: one of them may relate to a personifying mythological name while the other (others) -with a symbolizing element. Thus, the mythologeme seems to us as a closed semiotic system aimed at Irina B. Rubert. Mythologeme as a Sign in the System of Cultural Concepts forming and regulating of a certain chronotope and serving as a part of the world view as a whole.
To draw the line, we highlight the important role of the mythologeme in the system of cultural concepts. Being a social phenomenon, the mythologeme should further be described from the point of view of social and cultural studies
This article claims to be only a fragment of a more in-depth study, contributing to cultural concepts analysis and study of their nature, characteristics and functions.
